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Quantified Selfers are individuals that take a proactive
stance to collect and act upon their personal data.
However, these endeavours towards a better insight
into one’s life often do not last long. An important
challenge for QS is sustaining data collection over a
long period of time (i.e., months, years, decades). In
this paper we discuss the drivers, needs and concerns
of longitudinal QS-data collection. We argue that to
support longitudinal QS various obstacles have to be
overcome, including i) integration and sharing of data
between a variety of (new) devices, ii) incorporating
human input for psychological data collection and iii)
providing answers to the questions people really have.
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Introduction
A Quantified-Selfer (QS’er) is an individual engaged in
self-tracking of biological, physical, behavioural, or
environmental information [2]. These individuals take a
proactive stance to collect and potentially act upon
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their data. Collection and tracking of this data is
increasingly achieved using a combination of hardware
and software. The number of devices capable of
capturing QS-data has increased drastically in recent
years: smartphones, smartwatches, fitness trackers
and wearable devices all contain a multitude of sensors
and applications [2].
An important challenge for QS is sustaining data
collection over a long period of time (i.e., months,
years, decades). This challenge stems from the fact
that the devices used to capture QS-data often become
obsolete or abandoned by their owners within a couple
of months [12]. A recent survey of 6,223 US adults
revealed that 50% of respondents no longer use their
activity tracker and a third of those stopped using it
within six months [12]. Manufacturers update their
devices frequently in an attempt to convince their
intended user base to upgrade their current device.
This rapid change makes it more challenging to collect
QS-data longitudinally: competing manufacturers lack a

standard in QS-data storage, often requiring one to
start with a blank slate.
In this paper we discuss the drivers, needs and
concerns of longitudinal QS-data collection. We argue
that to support longitudinal Quantified-Self, QS
developers need to consider both human (i.e.,
individual and collective) and technological factors for
longitudinal QS-data collection.

Related Work
Tracking one’s data is not a new idea, e.g., athletes
commonly make detailed notes on nutrition, training
sessions, and sleep [5]. However, the plethora of
devices today make it feasible to collect and analyse
heterogeneous kinds of personal data on a larger scale
and with increased granularity [14]. We identified
publications dedicated to QS mainly from three major
conferences (i.e., MobileHCI, CHI and UbiComp) since
2010 and summarized our findings in Table 1.

Insights provided

Ref.

Year

N

Length

Data collection

Reward

Visibility

Classroom activities

[9]

2010

9

3w

Hand-held device

Y

Semi-shared

Driving style

[4]

2011

37

3 trips

Car driving metrics

N

Individual

Conversation skills

[1]

2011

35

3w

Social media

Y

Individual

UV radiation

[6]

2011

2

1d

Wearable sensors

N

Individual

Sleep quality

[10]

2012

4

2w

Sensor suite

Y

Individual

Firefighter performance

[7]

2013

71

148h

Smartphone sensors

N

Shared

Gamified physical activity

[20]

2014

40,59 2w; 10d

Smartphone sensors

N; Y

Leaderboard

Gym exercise performance [16]

2014

7

20x 10 exercises Exercise mat

N

Individual

Habit formation

[15]

2015

133

4w

SMS self-report

Y

Individual

Personality traits

[19]

2015

124

-

Social media

Y

Individual

Table 1: QS-related studies reviewed from HCI conferences (2010–2015).
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Figure 1 - Different stages of QS and
how a user's need for data leads to
insights through its collection and
conversion from data into
information.

The majority of studies with QS applications have a
relative short duration and few participants. We believe
this is due to several key challenges present at different
stages in the QS and data cycle (see Figure 1). To
encourage participation, 5/11 of the reviewed studies
compensated the participants for their time and data.
Moreover, a minority of studies (3/11) used datasharing to establish social comparison within a group of
users, including one instance based on gamification.
While these studies provide incremental steps to fully
understand QS practices, we do believe that both
qualitative and quantitative (large scale) longitudinal
user studies are necessary to further understand QS
users’ habit formation, the effect of social motivation,
goal reinforcement, and matching users’ lifestyle [12].

Challenges of Quantified-Self & Data Cycles
QS can be considered as a cycle [13] (Figure 1): a
need is investigated (Question) through the collection
of data, e.g., smartphone (Sensing). Data is then
stored in a certain format, e.g., on a computer or in the
cloud (Storage). Data becomes information through
data Analysis (i.e., statistical or visualization tool).
QS’ers then can Reflect on the information alone or
with others. A QS’er may gain insight and Act
accordingly (e.g., diet, exercise). Note that the cycle
may start over at the analysis or reflection stage, if the
information is poor or not insightful, and may repeat
itself several times for more data. In the following
sections the stages succeeding the question stage are
introduced alongside their respective challenge(s) to
longitudinal QS (summarized in Table 2).
Sensing
To reduce the burden of data logging on the user,
sensing should be as autonomous as possible. Device-
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based data collection is increasingly popular (Table 1)
and convenient, data is collected and often synched
automatically. Since users own devices of diverse form
factors, data collection and integration remain
problematic. The ownership of these devices may also
change, and one device may be actively used by a
variety of (unrelated) people. Hence, future QS
applications have to support data sensing from a
variety of platforms and hardware.
Lastly, current hardware sensing methods are unable to
capture psychological aspects of human life. Humanbased sensing methods are necessary for collecting
real-time and in-situ data on these aspects of human
life, e.g., emotions, stress [18] and mood [8]. Such
methods include the Experience Sampling Method
(ESM) [11] and the Ecological Momentary Assessment
(EMA) [18]. Both methods reduce reliance on the
participants’ memory, as opposed to retrospective
interviews and diary logs.
Storage
Data has to be accessible to offer value during the
subsequent stages of QS. As data sensing takes place
on diverse platforms, QS requires a centralized data
repository. The most suitable location is debatably the
“cloud”: elastic computing allows users to increase
storage space as needed and offers data safeguards.
However, it still remains unclear how one should store
this data. The recent advent of “big-data” database
structures has introduced NoSQL (Not only SQL).
NoSQL offers the ability to jointly store data objects
that are structurally different but pertain to the same
context. For QS sensing this means jointly storing data
from two different devices for the same physical
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QS Stage

Challenge(s)

Sensing

Data integration
Human sensing

Storage

Accessible to
both other
software and
devices

Analysis

Increasing # of
data sources

Reflection

Provide holistic
view of data

Action

Provide
necessary
insights

Table 2: Summarized challenges for
longitudinal QS per stage following
the construction of a question.

activity. This allows users to collect the same “kind” of
information, regardless of their device. On the
downside, much privacy related information could be
obtained through one data breach.
Analysis
Wearable owners expect instant “gratification” from
their devices’ data, e.g., “How am I doing today? Did I
take enough steps? How many calories have I burnt?”.
It is therefore imperative that such devices provide
users with instant data analytics and metrics (i.e.,
information). Converting data into information
increases in complexity with the number of data
sources. The integration of data introduces technical
challenges, but can provide richer information when
compared to sensing from only a single modality [10].
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no integrated
and scalable QS analysis tool exists today. Previous
work focused on visualizing [4,6] or building a custom
application to collect QS-data [16]. Although necessary,
we must emphasize on building QS-tools that provide a
wider and evolving perspective on one’s self-data, thus
supporting the QS and data cycle (Figure 1). To realize
such a tool, sensor values and human input data will
have to be integrated for a broader view of one’s life.
Reflection
Most QS applications fail to answer users’ questions
[14], thus hindering self-reflection. Li et al. note that
users have significant trouble identifying the factors
that influence their state over a long term, especially
when multiple devices or applications are involved [14].
A key challenge for long-term QS will thus be to bring
the data collected from a variety of devices together
into a uniform overview, without relying on complex
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visualizations graspable by only a small subset of the
population. Alternatively, a group of QS’ers sharing
data amongst themselves (i.e., Quantified
Communities) are transforming the understanding of
significant areas such as personalized health care [17].
Future QS-tools should take advantage of crowdsensing to aid on breaking down the big picture into
smaller units of information: a reflection of each
individual’s data in combination with others’ data.
Action
After reflection, the user may undertake a certain
action. The action step is dependent on reflection and
insight. In other words, the data must provide insight
for the action step to take place, e.g., encourage the
user to minimize the amount of time exposed to a high
level of UV and to use sunscreen more often [6].

Discussion
The Never-Ending Quest for Answers
A QS’er is primarily motivated to collect data to answer
a question about one-self. Once the answer is obtained
(either by one-self or within a community effort), a
QS’er can either transition to a different question or
(temporarily) stop self-tracking activities. Alternatively,
if the effort is inconclusive then new data may be
required. Thus, depending on any remaining or newly
defined questions, the QS cycle may start over again.
So, we should not expect a participant to collect the
same QS-data for a long time.
This becomes pertinent in studies where an
overwhelming amount of perfunctory results has been
collected, due to inactive participation [3,15]. Whereas
in HCI studies participants have traditionally received
rewards for their time and data, in QS studies rewards
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alone may not be sufficient. Hence, we argue that
inactive participation can be considered as a
consequence of self-accomplishment.
Transient Self
A drawback of QS applications is their immutable
design [3,12]: they are built to collect a predetermined set of data and provide a visualization
and/or report after analysis. Hence, to engage
longitudinal QS-data collection, a QS-tool needs to
adapt to the users’ dynamics of questions. A successful
example is health care, where new apps and tools are
built for patients to track different disease symptoms
over time [17] as they become afflicted. This means
that QS applications should allow integration of new
data from diverse sources, and enable users to
introduce new questions into their current QS quest.
Additionally, users can act as sensors for various
metrics that QS applications cannot measure using
hardware/software directly. Using for example
ESM/EMA, the user can provide valuable and mutable
data that is (seemingly) impossible to collect using
traditional sensors.

Conclusion
A challenge for QS is the longitudinal adoption of tools
and services. Here we present a 6-stage model of
Quantified Self, and the challenges for each stage
pertaining to this longitudinal aspect of QS. These
challenges (Table 2), can be summarized to three key
elements. First; an increase in devices used by QS’ers
will require extensive data sharing capabilities between
these devices. Secondly, in order to achieve a more
complete understanding of a person’s self, the analysis
should include psychological data. This data can be
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obtained through human input. Lastly, in order to be of
value to people’s lives, QS applications should provide
answers that people are really looking for. Our analysis
identifies future research for the community.
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